"To Live, and Not Die"

By Anna Von Reitz
I have a friend who has for many years struggled to build a functional, practical Utopian community
grid--- to find ways for people to trade without usury, to live without pollution, to have local control,
to have clean food and water, to contribute to the rest of the world --- all the things that have to
happen if our race is to endure upon the Earth.
Today, he called to tell me about all the support he has found for his efforts and the progress he has
made. It was a little like talking to John Galt. He is building his "Gulch", but it is a hideaway meant for
all humanity. A little phrase he used caught my attention: "To Live, and Not Die".
Our Creator has urged us to make a choice and to choose life, to live and not die. That choice is
clearly set before each one of us, and in front of us all, but we don't think about it much.
Do we choose life and take the actions necessary to preserve life, or do we choose death for
ourselves and our planet?
Peace is necessary for life --- our lives and other's lives, too.
We have by the Grace of the True Lord of Heaven been given marvelous technological superiority,
overwhelming power and protection. But this was given to us so that we can freely choose life. And
peace. It was given to us because our hearts and minds are open books and He knows that we will
faithfully prefer and choose life for this planet and everyone on it.
It is only with great sadness that we announce that any further deployment of weapons of war
against American soil by any party will result in the full force of their intended strike being reflected
directly back at them.
In other words, while we will not take aggressive action to harm anyone ourselves, any action against
us or our country will result in the strike being literally returned to the senders--- reflected right back
at them.
In this way, those who choose war and death will be destroyed with pinpoint accuracy and will
receive back exactly what they chose.
It has been confirmed that yes, the strike on Big Lake, Alaska, that resulted in the 7.0 earthquake,
was done by the US NAVY and USAF acting under the instructions of Russell-J:Gould and other
complicit former Americans pretending to be "White Hats" and instead being set up as scapegoats.
No actual White Hat attacks his own soil and his own people.

And it is apparent that Russell has been hired to in his words, "perform" these functions for the
French-Belgian-Swiss cabal.
For some months, Russell has been facing financial dire straits and no doubt that that circumstance
and promises of quick political power seduced him and others into these acts of violence and has left
them open to charges of treason.
As all my readers know, I started my life as a mathematician. So when David-Wynn:Miller and
Russell-J:Gould showed up claiming that they had "discovered" (actually re-discovered the old
Parthian grammar) the "mathematical interface" with language and grammar, it intrigued me.
Being a mathematician I didn't bother to study the grammar which is merely the supposed result of
the mathematics. I studied the mathematics and found it to be deeply flawed.
In other words, the whole reason we are being sold on using PARSE -- that it is "mathematically
correct" ---- is wrong, and provably so, without breaking much of a sweat.
This, then, undercuts the entire supposed validity and “correctness” of PARSE and also, together with
the fact that PARSE is not the official language of this country, destroys all claims that the
Constitutions are void because they didn’t follow PARSE SYNTAX.
I meant to discuss this finding with Russell at a later date and to further explore the idea of improving
communication using mathematical principles---which isn't a bad idea. Now it appears we won't have
the opportunity to sit down over a friendly cup of coffee and do that.
It's important for everyone to understand that the "Federal Government" operates entirely under
“delegated power” with respect to us and has no power of its own. It’s simply a subcontractor
obligated to provide the enumerated services expressed as “Powers”. Period.
It is also a matter of international law that our States, not any “State of State”, holds the actual
power.
As a result, nothing that has happened to any of the Federal, Territorial, or Municipal Branches can
affect us, beyond obligating us to either: (a) hire new subcontractors or (b) do the work ourselves.
No corporation or individual acting as a franchisee or originator of a corporation can claim to own our
flag, our Post Office, or much of anything else that ultimately belongs to a sovereign state. Such a
premise would argue that corporations created by men are “equal to or greater than” the people
creating those corporations.
By Maxim of Law, the creation is never greater than the creator.
Whatever he might say about the importance of what happened in 1999, Russell-J:Gould is in the
same basic position as Keith Livingway with respect to his claims to “own” the Title IV Flag and other
property. Unless he returns all claim of ownership back to the States and People, he is, like Livingway,
simply a later pirate in possession of stolen goods.
Livingway claims to “own” The United States of America because he went to a Naval Yard Sale and
bought an original copy of The Articles of Confederation, and similar assertions, but what he in fact
acquired was the detritus of a bankrupted Scottish Corporation that had infringed on our copyrights
and was in possession of our property via fraud.
Russell-J:Gould is claiming to “own” the Title IV Flag defined by another usurping foreign corporation,
the Roman Catholic version doing business as “the United States of America”, which was bankrupted
in 1933 and came out of bankruptcy in 1999, when Russell, like Livingway, came forward and
claimed it. However, just like Livingway, he is in possession of our stolen property.

First pirate: the Scottish “ringer” doing business as “The United States of America, Incorporated” –
property picked up out of bankruptcy by Keith Livingway.
Second pirate, the Roman Catholic Delaware corporation doing business as “the” United States of
America, Incorporated – property --including the Title IV Flag used by that corporation, picked up by
Russell-J:Gould.
Same schtick, same logic, same circumstance.
In both cases, these men are in receipt of stolen property belonging to The United States of America
[Unincorporated], our States, and our People.
When I talked to Russell last year he seemed to clearly comprehend the necessity of returning the socalled Title IV Flag and all other property rightfully belonging to this country to its lawful
government.
Apparently, he (a) lied through his teeth or (b) never actually and clearly understood the facts and
the law.
In any event, if he has in fact collaborated with the French-Belgian-Swiss Cabal and fired weapons
against American soil and caused millions of dollars-worth of damage to Alaska and its people, he
must be considered a traitor and a violent traitor, too, together with all the men with him. They are
responsible for the death of two innocent Alaskans.
I very much suspect that they have all been set up as Fall Guys as part of a US ARMY PsyOp and I am
grieved for them and for us all.
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